[Bronchial sleeve resection , carinal resection and reconstruction in the treatment of central lung cancer.].
To review the advantages of bronchial sleeve resection , carinal resection and reconstruction in the treatment of central lung cancer. We summarized 23 cases of central lung cancer treated with this method in our hospital from 1989 to 1997 and discussed the surgical effect. The incidence of complications was 34. 8 %(8/ 23) . Three cases of them had bronchial bleeding and two cases had pulmonary infection. The overall 1 , 3 and 5 year survival rate was 91. 3 %(21/ 23) , 68. 7 %(11/ 16) , and 45. 5 %(5/ 11) respectively. All patients were given post-operative chemotherapy and/ or radiotherapy. Two cases occured atelectasis complicated with infection , which resulted in ventilation disturbance. The results suggest that bronchial sleeve resection , carinal resection and reconstruction in the treatment of patients with central lung cancer can not only maximize preservation of functional pulmonary parenchyma , but also resect the tumor thoroughly. This method may be spread out for its lower mortality and less complications with the improvement of the anesthetic technology.